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Abstract

Business similarity between partners was found to be positively related to
joint venture performance. This finding complements two past studies that also
found a positive relationship between business similarity and performance. The
strength of these findings is amplified by the fact that each of the three studies
used a different method ofmeasuring business similarity and employed a differ
ent performance measure. The positive relationship between business similarity
and performance was strong enough and consistent enough that all three mea·
surement schemes captured the phenomena.

This research illustrates that (1) self-assessment by partner firms allows the
degree ofbusiness similarity to be captured and (2) that self-assessment is more
reflective ofreality than are traditional, coarse, categorical classification schemes.
Business similarity varies in degree, a phenomenon not captured in traditional
research which emphasizes a dichotomous choice of similarity (i.e., related or
unrelated).

This study found key dimensions of business similarity in the joint venture
environment to be geographic areas served, supplier base, distribution channels,
and forms ofadvertising and promotion. These dimensions contrast with the tra·
ditional business domain items that have been tried in past research, ofproduct
technology, manufacturing process, and product purpose.

Introduction

Joint ventures are discrete entities created, owned, and influenced by two or
more firms (parents/partners) that provide inputs to and share in the outcomes of
the created entity. Joint ventures are one type of strategic alliance. Whereas joint
ventures are equity-based, most other strategic alliances are non-equity arrange
ments, such as licensing agreements, research and development contracts,
codevelopment agreements, customer-supplier partnerships, and technology shar
ing (Hennart & Reddy, 1997; Inkpen & Beamish, 1997; Mowery, Oxley &
Silverman, 1996; Park & Russo, 1996; Pearce, 1997).
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The surge in appeal of joint ventures comes as a result of the globalization of
industries and the increasingly complex and competitive nature of the rapidly
changing business environment. More and more firms find it necessary or advan
tageous to cooperate with other firms in order to be competitive. Joint venturing
is an important alternative entry mode to internal start-up and acquisition (Kogut,
1988). In a fast-paced, highly competitive environment, the internal start-up op
tion is exceptionally costly in terms of resources and time, as are acquisitions
which include an obligation to manage all that comes with an acquired firm (Kanter,
1989). Joint venturing is faster, more flexible, less risky, and less costly than
internal start-ups and acquisitions, while increasing access to critical resources
such as marketing, technology, raw materials and components, financial assets,
managerial expertise, and political influence (Schillaci, 1987).

The increasing use and strategic importance ofjoint venturing, as well as its
unfamiliar complexity, suggest the need to know more about how to effectively
utilize this cooperative strategy option. The purpose of this research is to contrib
ute to the knowledge on conditions prevailing at the initiation of a joint venture
strategy. This study explores how business similarity between partners and busi
ness similarity between a partner and its joint venture contribute to partner goal
achievement.

Literature Review and Hypotheses

Joint Venture Performance
Althoughjoint venture duration, survival, liquidation, and partner stock price

have also been utilized, managerial assessment (i.e., partner satisfaction or part
ner goal achievement) remains the most frequently used measure of joint venture
performance. Most joint venture performance studies have used managerial as
sessments as perceptual measures of performance (Beamish, 1987; Blumenthal,
1988; Habib & Burnett, 1989; Harrigan, 1988; Hatfield & Pearce, 1994; Killing,
1983; Schaan, 1983).

While duration and survival offer insight into joint ventures, they do not
measure performance. Although duration, survival and stability have been found
to significantly correlate with overall partner satisfaction and joint venture per
formance (based on projections), the range of correlations (.29 to .60) suggest
that these variables measure different phenomena (Geringer & Hebert, 1991).
Further, Gomes-Casseres (1987) identified several "adaptive" reasons for joint
venture termination that are frequently overlooked in duration and survival stud
ies: (1) dissolution due to partner's acquisition of new capabilities, (2) growth in
a partner firm's network that leads to a change in the optimal ownership structure
to exploit economies of scope, and (3) government policy changes. Thus, dura
tion, survival, and stability appear to be unacceptable measures of performance
because termination of a joint venture may be the result of success, failure, or
environmental change.
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Liquidation or major reorganization, if due to poor performance, as used by
Killing (1983), may be a better objective performance measure. However, the
qualifier "if due to poor performance," in the case of a takeover or reorganization
has referred to perception-based explanations. Liquidation appears to be an ob
jective measure of failure because it indicates that the joint venture has insuffi
cient value as an entity. In addition, divesture and shutdown have been used as
indicators of failure in evaluating diversification strategies, including joint ven
tures (Porter, 1987). However, liquidation measures alone capture only a portion
of the corporate failures and poor performers. Recognizing these deficiencies,
joint venture researchers have relied heavily on the broad, but vague, measure of
partner satisfaction.

Neither the objective performance measures - duration, survival, liquida
tion or reorganization - nor the managerial assessment measure of partner satis
faction explicitly consider the objectives or goals of the partners. Further, one
partner's success criteria is often different from that of the other partner (Schaan,
1983). Partner goal achievement offers a means to address this diversity in suc
cess criteria in a more precise fashion than is possible with partner satisfaction,
while maintaining breadth of coverage. Self-reported, perceptual measures per
mit the assessment of specific and disparate goals (Blumenthal, 1988; Harrigan,
1987; Hatfield & Pearce, 1994).

In summary, non-financial performance criteria are widely used to measure
joint venture performance. These measures correlate with more objective mea
sures of performance, such as financial indicators, and liquidation or reorganiza
tion (Dess & Robinson, 1984; Killing, 1983). Many objective financial measures
are fraught with problems of data availability and lack of comparability due to
different accounting methods, and may be confounded due to varying goals and
priorities. We, therefore, join other researchers in the belief that managerial as
sessment is the most appropriate measure of joint venture performance
(Blumenthal, 1988). Results of prior research suggest that the benefits of percep
tual measures outweigh potential respondent bias.

Partner goal achievement is the primary dependent variable in this study. The
measurement of partner goal achievement is an expansion on traditional, simple,
and often assumed goals. It allows for nonfinancial performance assessment, the
need for which has been noted in the joint venture (Anderson, 1990; Gomes
Casseres, 1989; Habib & Burnett, 1989), strategic management (Fahey &
Christensen, 1986) and organizational effectiveness literature (Lewin & Minton,
1986). Focusing on partner goals offers a way to deal with the performance evalu
ation problem when a partner firm has a broader base of interests than does the
joint venture (Kanter, Richardson, North & Morgan, 1991). In a study on joint
venture partner goals, Hatfield & Pearce (1994) illustrated that partner goal
achievement provides an enriched understanding of joint venture performance.

Partner goal achievement overcomes the narrow focus of traditional finan
cial measures, and the vagueness of the frequently used measure of partner satis-
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faction. Goal achievement offers more precision than partner satisfaction while
maintaining breadth of coverage, by providing the ability to address partner goal
diversity and divergent partner interests. Partner satisfaction is added as a supple
mental dependent variable because of its usage in past joint venture research.
This combination of dependent variables provides a bridge to past research and a
basis of comparison for the preferred dependent variable in this study of partner
goal achievement.

Business Similarity
To expand operations or profits faster and/or less expensively, businesses

often seek to acquire a competing firm that displays business similarity. The strat
egy of buying market share may improve the performance of corporate assets
through operational economies or reduced costs. Enhanced management capa
bilities and better utilization of capacity may follow the acquisition of a similar
business. There also may be gains in efficiency due to the complementary capa
bilities of the joined forces that could not easily be accomplished through internal
expansion (Weston & Chung, 1983; Shepherd, 1985; Rock, 1987; Moose & Ri
chard, 1988).

Kusewitt (1985) examined the relationship between industry commonality
and long term financial performance as measured by ROA and market returns in
a study of 135 acquiring firms. He found that the two variables were positively
and significantly related. He concluded that acquisitions should be of related busi
ness to enhance synergy and management effectiveness. Similarly, Singh & Mont
gomery (1987) examined business similarity as an acquisition strategy in a study
of 105 acquisitions of value greater than $100 million each. They found that ac
quired firms involved in mergers of similar businesses have higher returns than
acquired firms in unrelated acquisitions.

Production synergy is perhaps the most cited contributor to value maximiza
tion for a firm considering the acquisition of a similar business (Fisher & Lande,
1981). Proponents of this argument emphasize both scale and scope economies.
Where these economies can be achieved, cost reductions ensue and true synergies
exist (Carlton, 1980; Mueller, 1980; Shepherd, 1985; Singh & Montgomery, 1987).

The acquisition of a similar business also promotes the achievement of
production Dbjectives when a firm wishes to supplement an already estab
lished distinctive competence in a product technology or manufacturing pro
cess (Hopkins, 1987). Technology transfer through the acquisition of a simi
lar business allows firms to respond quickly to industry changes and increase
its ability to innovate.

When the competitiveness of a firm is highly dependent of its geographic
scope, it is usually more profitable to acquire an existing firm in another geo
graphic location than to expand geographically through internal growth (Allen,
Oliver & Schwallie, 1981). Since distribution costs are generally proportional to
distance shipped, marketing synergies often result in economies in transporting
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bulky materials. Thus, merged firms from different geographic locations shorten
the average distance from one of their operations to customers.

Marketing synergy is likely to occur in the merging of similar firms when at
least one product or service fortifies the sales of one or more others (Hopkins,
1987). This synergy enhances a firm's competence in distribution channels. geo
graphic location, promotion, and product lines. Marketing synergy is also en
joyed by companies involved in a the acquisition of a similar business if their
products or services can be sold through the same or similar channels, in the same
or similar manner, or use the same or similar forms of advertising and promotion.

Bradley & Korn (1981) found that when a firm acquires another with an
established national sales force, warehouse system, and promotion program, it
can quickly move from a regional to a national focus. An increase in purchasing
power can be another consequence of the acquisition of a similar business. The
increased purchasing power of the merged firm increases its leverage such that
per unit costs should decrease below what either firm could have achieved indi
vidually.

Advertising is yet another source of synergy. If sales networks and other
promotional devices are transferable, then synergy can result, thereby providing
a source of pecuniary gains (Shepherd, 1985). Carlton (1980) even argued that
management specialization might dictate the acquisition of firms in industries
with similar advertising intensities.

The business relatedness theme and accompanying synergy arguments in the
merger and acquisition research also apply to joint ventures. Business similarity
between the partners and between the partners and their joint venture have been
shown to relate to performance (Balakrishnan & Koza, 1993; Harrigan, 1988;
Koh & Venkatraman, 1991). Although the findings of these studies are not di
rectly comparable, due to different approaches in how business relatedness was
operationalized, two found a positive relationship (Harrigan, 1988; Koh &
Venkatraman, 1991) and one found a negative relationship (Balakrishnan & Koza,
1993). That is. two studies found that business similarity between partners was
positively related to performance, and business similarity between partners and
their joint ventures was positively related to performance. The third study found
that partner stock returns were higher for parents in dissimilar businesses
(Balakrishnan & Koza, 1993). These contradictory findings can be reconciled in
part by the differences in dependent variables and research methods.

In their study onjoint ventures, Koh & Venkatraman (1991) found that when
partners were related, and when partners were related to their joint ventures, the
ventures had higher gains in abnormal stock returns than did partners involved in
unrelated ventures. Using COMPUSTAT tapes and lO-K reports, partners were
classified as related if they had at least one of the following characteristics: (l)
similar products, markets, or both, (2) similar production technologies, (3) simi
lar science-based research. SIC codes and information from published announce
ments of joint venture activities were used to classify the partner-joint venture
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relationship. Although the authors reported the relatedness criteria, they did not
report the degree of measurement nor detailed decision rules. Thus, it is not known
exactly what constituted a related classification. However, Koh & Venkatraman's
(1991) report is consistent with Duncan's (1982) finding that related joint ven
tures positively and significantly impact average rates of returns.

In a study of strategic alliances, Harrigan (1988) examined business similar
ity in products, markets, technologies, and competitive activities. She found that
relatedness between partners and between partners and their ventures were both
positively correlated with success. Because strategic alliances include all types of
cooperative ventures, not just joint ventures, it is not known if this finding held
for the joint venture subset. Harrigan's (1988) research did not indicate what items
were included as competitive activities, nor how relatedness was measured. How
ever, other research suggests that the following items may be important factors in
business similarity: geographic areas served, distribution channels, and forms of
advertising and promotion (Hopkins, 1987; Thorelli, 1986).

Using three-digit SICs, Balakrishnan & Koza (1993) measured the distance
between the primary businesses of the partner firms. The abnormal stock return
for each partner firm was regressed on the distance measure, which yielded posi
tive coefficients at a significance level of .10 or better. The authors concluded
that the investors reacted more favorably to joint venture announcements between
partners that were in dissimilar businesses. The actual standardized betas were
not reported in the article. Using transaction cost theory the authors argue that
this favorable response is because joint venture is the most efficient mechanism
for coordinating synergistic assets. Thus, investors reward partner firms for choos
ing the joint venture structure over acquisition. The authors note that the dissimi
larity of the partners' businesses may reduce synergy, which, in concert with the
coarse dissimilarity measure of 3-digit SICs, may account for the low signifi
cance level. Further, the counter influences of distance between partners' busi
nesses suggest that abnormal stock returns may not be an appropriate perfor
mance measure when examining similarity in partners' businesses. That is, dis
similarity may be critical in entry mode decisions (e.g., joint venture or acquisi
tion), whereas similarity is critical to performance of the joint venture.

In summary, business similarity appears to be associated with partner moti
vation and performance. However, there is little consensus on which dimensions
of business similarity are important or on which performance measures and re
search methods are appropriate.

Hypotheses
Theory suggests that, for the sake of effectiveness, the overlap in business

domains should be much less than complete (Thorelli, 1986). However, empiri
cal researchers, arguing from the merger and acquisition literature, suggest that
the more related the partners, and the more related the partner and joint venture,
the more opportunities there are for strategic compatibility and sharing oftechni-
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cal and managerial skills (Harrigan, 1988; Koh & Venkatraman, 1991). Such re
latedness exploits core competencies, leading to economies of scale and scope
and efficiency in resource allocation (Rumelt, 1982). Related empirical findings
from the merger and acquisition literature support this premise (Bettis, 1981;
Montgomery & Singh, 1984). Similarly, McConnell & Nantell (1985) argue that
joint venture partners are motivated by synergies, and that there must be some
common activities or relatedness for synergy to be possible.

As in the merger and acquisition literature (Chatterjee, 1986; Eckbo, 1983;
Lubatkin, 1987; Walsh & Seward, 1990), the overall effect of business similarity
on performance is somewhat unclear. One joint venture study found that share
holders responded more favorably to joint ventures between partners in dissimi
lar businesses (Balakrishnan & Koza, 1993). The authors of this study argue that
dissimilarity positively affects shareholder response (at the time of announce
ment) because joint ventures are more efficient than acquisitions when it is diffi
cult to appraise the value of another firm's technology and assets. However, the
authors also note the importance of synergy in joint ventures. It may be that busi
ness similarity has contradictory influences on joint venture performance. On the
one hand, initial market costs resulting from firm dissimilarity may be minimized
by choosing a joint venture over an acquisition. Thus, shareholders may initially
respond favorably to joint ventures between partner firms in dissimilar businesses.
However, in the long run joint venture performance depends on synergy and simi
larity is necessary for synergy to occur. Thus:

Hypothesis 1: The greater the similarity between the joint ven
ture partners' businesses, the higher the achievement of each
partner's goals.

Hypothesis 2: The greater the similarity between a partner's
business and the joint venture's business, the higher the achieve
ment of the partner's goals.

Research Methods

Joint venture performance was measured as partner goal achievement. A list
of 12 goals was assembled by consolidating the findings and propositions of pre
vious researchers (Berg, Duncan & Friedman, 1982; Blumenthal, 1988; Contrac
tor & Lorange, 1988; Harrigan, 1987). The goals used in this study were gener
ated in the following way:

1. Each distinct goal that appeared at least twice in previous research
was included.

2. Although the goals of revenues and profits were included in only
one previous study on joint ventures, they were included here due to
the importance of such goals in any business endeavor.
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3. Space was provided on the survey instrument for write-in goals, to
ensure completeness of the goal list.

Business similarity was measured in terms of product and market factors,
including technology and manufacturing process. Joint venture theory provided
four relevant business similarity dimensions: clientele served, functions performed,
territory, and product or service (Thorelli, 1986). Guidance was also drawn from
past empirical research on joint and cooperative ventures (Harrigan, 1988; Koh
& Venkatrarnan, 1991). Because business relatedness is a major issue in the merger
and acquisition literature, the approach used in that research was also reviewed
(Shelton, 1988). In his article on acquisition strategy, Hopkins (1987) identified
key technology and marketing competitive activities - product technology, manu
facturing process, distribution channels, and advertising and promotion. These
competitive activities are used in this study. In categorizing these dimensions in
terms of the input-transformation-output model of organizations, it was noted
that although transformation and output were covered in Hopkins' (1987) list,
input was not. Therefore, supplier base was included in this study as a competi
tive activity to address the input stage.

Seven business aspects (geographic areas served, product technology,
manufacturing process, product purpose, distribution channels, forms of ad
vertising and promotion, and supplier base) were assessed using five-point
Likert scales ranging from (1) no similarity to (5) completely the same. Each
partner assessed the similarity between their business and their partner's busi
ness, and their business and the joint venture's business, along the seven di
mensIOns.

Sample and Procedures
Data were collected from executive officers of U.S. firms and subsidiaries

directly involved in manufacturing joint ventures. These individuals were identi
fied through telephone conversations with corporate officers at the partner firms
as "the most knowledgeable" about particular joint ventures. Identifying joint
ventures in the sampling frame was complicated by the fact that firms are not
required by law to report their joint venture activity. Therefore, such activity may
or may not be reported in a firm's financial statements or by the business press.
The Yearbook on Comorate Meq~ers and Joint Ventures and Corporate Policy
was found to be the most comprehensive source of joint venture formation infor
mation, since it contains a compilation of all the joint ventures that have been
reported in the business press.

In order to reduce non-relevant variance and, thus, make the phenomena un
der study easier to capture only manufacturing joint ventures created by two U.S.
firms or subsidiaries were included in the sampling frame. Also only joint ven
tures formed between January 1, 1981 and December 31, 1988 were included in
the sampling frame. This time frame was chosen in order to create a sufficiently
large population from which to draw a sample that would allow for statistical
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analysis. The year of 1988 was used as a cutoff point in order to allow sufficient
time for meaningful progress to be made toward goals and to avoid complications
of the 1990-91 recession which showed evidence of emerging in late 1989. The
process yielded a sample of 72 joint ventures.

Executive officers ofthe joint venture partners provided consensus responses.
That is, participants were asked by telephone and in the survey cover letter to
provide information based on the views of the individuals most familiar with the
joint venture. As indicated by the respondents, in answer to a direct question in
the survey instructions, each response represented the consensus view of two or
more of the executive officers most familiar with the joint venture. This response
method was used to minimize the potential bias in single responses and to better
capture the diversity and complexity inherent in the joint venture structure.

Ninety (90) partner companies, representing 54 joint ventures, were identi
fied as the sampling frame. Ninety-two percent of these companies' executives
responded to the survey. The 83 responses provided representation for 50 of the
joint ventures. Responses from both partners were received for 33 joint ventures.
The sample consisted ofjoint ventures in SICs 28-38, with the largest number (30
percent) in SIC 36 (electrical and electronic), followed by 24 percent in SIC 28
(chemicals and pharmaceuticals). The sample included thirteen ongoing and 37
dissolved joint ventures, reflecting a dissolution rate of 74 percent among re
sponding firms.

The opportunity to assess the descriptive differences between response and
non-response firms was limited because firms are not required to report informa
tion onjoint ventures separate from their consolidated financial statements. How
ever, response and non-response firms were compared on the basis of the joint
venture industry, year of joint venture formation, and percent of ongoing versus
dissolved joint ventures. No significant differences were found.

Variables and Measures
To test the hypotheses, the two independent variables and the partner-goal

achievement dependent variable had to be calculated. Respondents rated the im
portance and achievement of twelve goals pursued through participation in spe
cific joint ventures, using five-point Likert scales. The Likert scale for goal im
portance was labeled as follows: I-none, 2-minor, 3-moderate, 4-high, 5-critical.
Goals rated as I (none) on importance were deleted from further analysis. Thus,
accommodation was made for the fact that firms pursue a varying number and
mix of goals. The Likert scale for goal achievement was labelled as follows: I-far
short of plan, 2-short of plan, 3-about at plan, 4-exceeds plan, 5-far exceeds plan.

The partner-goal-achievement dependent variable is a composite measure,
developed by averaging the achievement ratings of all goals rated to be of minor
to critical importance. Goals rated as not important were excluded. The achieve
ment rating of each goal included in the composite measure was weighted by the
importance rating. Thus, the higher the importance rating the more weight the
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goal carried in the composite measure. The reliability coefficient alpha for the
composite partner goal achievement scale was 0.88. To provide comparability
with prior research, partner satisfaction was measured using a Likert scale rang
ing from 1, extremely dissatisfied, to 5, extremely satisfied (Beamish, 1987;
Blumenthal, 1988; Habib & Burnett, 1989; Killing, 1983; Schaan, 1983).

Respondents rated the degree of similarity between their business and their
partner's business and between their business and their joint venture's business in
seven areas. A five-point Likert scale was provided for each measure, with the
following labels: I-no similarity, 2-slightly similar, 3-moderately similar, 4-very
similar, 5-completely the same. The business-similarity independent variables are
composite measures, developed by averaging the similarity ratings of the indi
vidual business domain items. Correlation matrices indicated that similarities in
the seven business areas were significantly correlated, suggesting that the indi
vidual items could be averaged to produce composite scales. Further, there were
several correlations that were .70 or greater, which suggest some items represent
much of the same information as other items. As shown in Tables 1 and 2, manu
facturing process and product purpose were highly correlated (.70 or greater)
with product technology for both the partner-to-partner and partner-to-joint ven
ture comparisons. Therefore, product technology was dropped from the analysis.
It may be that the concepts overlap to such an extent that they are indistinguish
able. Further, product technology is a more ambiguous concept than are the other
business areas, which may have led to difficulty in assessing the item.

In the partner-to-joint venture correlation matrix shown in Table 2, 'Forms of
Advertising and Promotion' and 'Distribution Channels' were highly correlated
(.80). Therefore, 'Forms of Advertising and Promotion' was dropped from fur
ther analysis of business similarity between partners and their joint ventures. Most
of the items retained in the business similarity measures represent concrete cus
tomer and supplier base dimensions of a firm's business domain. Further, these
items cover all three stages of the input-transformation-output model of organi
zations: input (supplier base), transformation (manufacturing process), and out
put (geographic areas served, distribution channels, forms of advertising and pro
motion, and product purpose).

The independent variable used in Hypothesis 1, business similarity between
partners, was computed by averaging respondent ratings on the six business areas
ofmanufacturing process, product purpose, supplier base, geographic area served,
distribution channels, and forms of advertising and promotion. The reliability
coefficient alpha for this composite measure was .82. Similarly, the independent
variable used in Hypothesis 2, business similarity between the partner's and joint
venture's businesses, was computed by averaging respondent ratings on the five
business areas of manufacturing process, product purpose, supplier base, geo
graphic area served, and distribution channels. The reliability coefficient alpha
for this composite measure was .84.
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Analysis

47

The literature suggests that self-reported data collected at one point in time is
subject to common method variance bias. A frequently used procedure to test for
common method variance bias is Harman's one-factor test (Podsakoff, Todor,
Grover & Huber, 1984). This technique suggests that if a substantial amount of
common method variance is present, either (1) a single factor will emerge from a
factor analysis, or (2) one general factor will account for the majority of the cova
riance (Podsakoff & Organ, 1986).

The variables in this study were entered into a factor analysis, which yielded
two clearly distinct factors and no general factor. The results of this analysis is
reported in Table 3. While this analysis does not rule out the possibility of same
source, self-report biases, it does suggest that common method variance does not
explain the findings of this study.

Table 3
Harman's One-factor Test for Common Method Variance Bias·

Variables

Partner Goal Achievement
Partner Satisfaction
Business Similarity Between Partners
Business Similarity Between Partners and JV

Eigenvalues
Percentage of variance explained

'0=75

Factor 1

.91764

.94134

.25128
-.03151

1.98263
49.6

Factor 2

.17322

.05227

.72392

.85624

1.09963
27.5

Descriptive statistics for goal importance and goal achievement indicate that
partners pursue a variety of goals (see Table 4). Further, when examining the
goals which were of critical importance (rating=5) it was found that partners still
pursued a variety of goals, contrary to having one primary purpose (such as mar
ket access or technology transfer) as the theoretical literature on joint venture
formation suggests. The goals most frequently pursued as "critically important"
were 'Product or technology development' at 38 percent, followed by 'Acquisi
tion of technical knowledge/skills' at 30 percent, 'Market or product expansion'
at 22 percent, and 'Market entry' at 22 percent.

Frequencies of the two composite measures of business similarity between
partners and business similarity between partners and their joint ventures are pre
sented in Table 5. Based on the composite scale, 60 percent of the respondents
reported that their business was at least moderately similar to their joint venture's
business, and 40 percent reported that their business was at least moderately simi
lar to their partner's business.
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Acquisition of technical knowledge/skills
Product or technology development/acquisition
Vertical integration
Overcome government barriers
Spread financial risk
Increase available capital
Economies of scale or production efficiency
Manage competition
Market entry
Market or product expansion
Revenues
Profits

4.04
3.99
3.96
3.89
3.88
3.64
3.54
3,48
3.33
3.22
3.00
2.70

Critically Important Goals (rating=5)
Number

N

75
72
71
73
76
70
63
69
66
51
53
30

Table 4
Descriptive Statistics for Goal Importance and Achievement

Mean Goal
Importance Goal

Product or technology development
Acquisition of technical knowledge/skills
Market or product expansion
Market entry
Profits
Economies of scale or production efficiency
Revenues
Spread financial risk
Vertical integration
Manage competition
Increase available capital
Overcome government barriers

Goal

Goal

Product or technology development/acquisition
Market or product expansion
Market entry
Profits
Acquisition of technical knowledge/skills
Revenues
Economies of scale or production efficiency
Spread financial risk
Manage competition
Increase available capital
Vertical integration
Overcome government barriers
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Table 5
Descriptive Statistics for Calculated Business Similarity Independent Variables

Frequencies

Degree of
Business Similarity

5-Completely the Same
4-Very Similar
3-Moderately Similar
2-Slightly Similar
I-No Similarity

Partner-to-Partner'
Percent Cum. Percent

2 2
12 14
20 40
43 83
17 100

Partner-to-Jaint Ventureb

Percent Cum. Percent

5 5
26 31
29 60
26 86
14 100

Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations

Variables Means s.d. 2
Partner

Goal Ach.

1. Partner-to-Partner 2.40
2. Partner-to-IV 2.83
Partner Goal Achievement 2.59
Satisfaction 2.65

*p<.05
**p<.Ol

***p<.OOl

.99
1.10
.90

1.30

.32**

.24*

.20*
.13
.04 .77***

Descriptive statistics for the business similarity independent variables are
also presented in Table 5. Regression analysis was used to test the hypotheses.
The regression models for partner goal achievement using the business similarity
independent variables are presented in Table 6. Each hypothesis is tested inde
pendently of each other in regression Models 1 and 2. In Model 3, the business
similarity independent variables, along with an interaction term, are combined
into a single multiple regression model to more fully examine the business simi
larity concept in explaining performance.

Hypothesis 1, the greater the similarity between the partners' businesses the higher
the average achievement on the set of partner goals, was supported by the regression
analysis in Table 6. That is, the standardized beta was positive and the F statistic for
Model 1 was significant at the .05 level. Hypothesis 2, the greater the similarity be
tween the partner's and the joint venture's businesses the higher the average achieve
ment on the set ofpartner goals, was not supported by the regression analysis. That is,
the standardized beta was positive as predicted, however, the F statistic for Model 2
was not significant at the .05 level.
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Table 6
Results of Regression Analysis for Partner Goal Achievement

Using Business Similarity Variables·

Variables Modell Model 2 Model 3

I. Partner-to-Partner
2. Partner-to-Joint Venture
3. Partner-to Partner by Partner-to-Joint Venture

(Interaction Term)
R2
Adjusted R2
F

.23*

.05

.04
4.52*

.13

.02

.00
1.36

-.29

.52**

.12

.09
5.29**

'N=83
*p<.05

**p<.01

After testing each business similarity hypothesis an interaction term was com
puted and combined with the business similarity independent variables into a
single multiple regression model for partner goal achievement. This analysis
yielded a model that explained 12 percent of the variance in partner goal achieve
ment, with the interaction term being the only significant variable in the model.
Thus, suggesting that business similarity between partners and business similar
ity between a partner and its joint venture have a multiplicative and positive ef
fect on partner goal achievement.

The same regression analysis (Table 7) was performed with the supplemen
tal dependent variable of partner satisfaction as with partner goal achievement.
The pattern of influence was the same as with the partner goal achievement per
formance variable. However, the F statistics were not significant at the .05 level.

Table 7
Results of Regression Analysis for Partner Satisfaction

Using Business Similarity Variables·

Variables Modell Model 2 Model 3

.04 -.30

.42*
.00 .07

-.01 .04
.10 2.89t

.04

.03
3.42t

R2
Adjusted R2
F

1. Partner-to-Partner .20
2. Partner-to-Joint Venture
3. Partner-to Partner by Partner-to-Joint Venture

(Interaction Term)

'N=83
tp<.10
*p<.05

**p<.Ol
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Business similarity between partners was found to positively relate to part
ner goal achievement. This research, therefore, provides support for the applica
bility of the business relatedness concept in the joint venture environment. In
addition, this study offers a partial reconceptualization of the business related
ness concept in the joint venture environment by identifying key aspects of busi
ness similarity: geographic areas served, supplier base, distribution channels, and
forms of advertising and promotion. Further, the traditional business relatedness
areas in the merger and acquisition literature of product technology, manufactur
ing process, and product purpose were not found to significantly relate to joint
venture performance. Finally, this study suggests that business similarity between
partners and business similarity between a partner and its joint venture have posi
tive multiplicative effects on performance.

Joint ventures are motivated by synergies, and relatedness is a necessary con
dition for synergy to be possible (McConnell & Nantell, 1985). Such relatedness
affords the ability to exploit core competencies, leading to economies of scale
and scope and efficiency in resource allocation (RumeIt, 1982). The findings of
our research complement two past studies (Harrigan, 1988; Koh & Venkatraman,
1991) that also found a positive relationship between business similarity and per
formance. Our confidence in these findings is amplified by the fact that each
study used a different method of measuring business similarity and employed a
different performance measure. The positive relationship between business simi
larity and performance was strong enough and consistent enough that all three
measuring schemes captured the phenomena.

In a comparative analysis it was found that business similarity between part
ners explained only five percent of the variance in partner goal achievement, and
business similarity between a partner and their joint venture did not significantly
affect partner goal achievement. However, when combined into a single multiple
regression model with the inclusion of an interaction term, the R2 increased to 12
percent, with the interaction term being the only significant variable in the model.
For executives in search of joint venture partners the implication is clear: Seek a
partner similar to yourself. Seek a partner whose operational and competitive
situations you understand and to which you can relate.

Merger and acquisition researchers have measured business relatedness by
relying on secondary data. Using a variety of decision rules, they classified merg
ers into categories of relatedness. This study suggests that self-assessment by
partner firms is also possible, and it is better, because it allows for the incorpora
tion of situation specific nuances that researcher assessment cannot adequately
capture. This is especially important given the existence of two organizational
levels (Le., corporate and business) at which a joint venture can be created and
managed, which makes the relevant business domain difficult for researchers to
identify and assess. Self-assessment allows the degree of business similarity to be
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captured, which is more reflective of reality than are traditional categorical clas
sification schemes. Business similarity varies in degree and is not captured in the
traditional research dichotomous choice of related or unrelated. Prospective joint
venture partners should, therefore, consider assessing mutual similarities that in
clude intangible as well as objective factors. Executives' aspirations for their own
finn as well as for the contemplated joint venture may provide critical clues to the
enduring compatibility of superficially enamored partner candidates.

Finally, in comparing the regression analyses using the perfonnance variable
of partner goal achievement with the supplemental dependent variable of partner
satisfaction, the non-significant relationship between similarity and partner satis
faction offers further evidence that partner goal achievement is a better perfor
mance measure than is partner satisfaction. The non-significance for partner sat
isfaction could be explained by the fact that satisfaction is affected by many more
factors than perfonnance alone, such as IV duration and survival, and environ
mental factors (Hatfield & Pearce, 1994).

This study addressed two-partner, for-profit, U.S. domestic joint ventures in
the manufacturing sector. Thus, generalizability to international joint ventures,
service joint ventures, or joint ventures with more than two partners or non-profit
partner(s) must be done with caution. The limited research on joint venture per
fonnance necessitated extensive measure and scale development. Although an
attempt was made to base measures on previous research, there was little consen
sus in the literature on key dimensions. This was a cross-sectional study utilizing
managerial assessments. Thus, the possibility of recollection biases exits, despite
the precaution of soliciting perceptions from multiple individuals at each partner
finn and the negative results of the common method bias test.

The support for the hypotheses that the research produced, and the compat
ibility of the findings when viewed as a group of related ideas, have a useful
implication for practicing managers. Executives searching for joint venture part
ners should look for compatibility not only in tenns of needs that both prospec
tive partners hope to satisfy through the success of the venture but also in tenns of
the prospective partners' business domains. Our research results suggest that when
partners' business similarity is at an initially high level, the probability of the
success of the joint venture is improved. Similarities between partners in their
supplier base, their forms of advertising and promotion, their distribution chan
nels, and the geographic areas that they serve appear to be important.

A logical extension ofthis finding is the notion that partners should also seek
opportunities to create overlaps between the joint venture's business domain with
their own, particularly in the areas of supplier base and geographic area served.
These common activities can provide a basis from which to create synergies in
operations, such as the fuller utilization of shared warehouse and distribution
facilities, the benefits from quantity discounts by combining orders for suppliers,
and the exchange of technical and managerial skills that produce economies of
scope and the exploitation of core competencies.
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The findings ofthis study, in concert with subsequent refinements and exten
sions, will contribute to the further development of a practitioner-worthy theory
ofjoint ventures. This theory will need to accommodate: (1) the areas of business
similarity that are critical in joint venturing, (2) the interaction effect on perfor
mance of business similarity between partners and business similarity between a
partner and its joint venture, (3) the diverse goals partner firms pursue simulta
neously, and (4) the need for joint venture performance measures, such as partner
goal achievement, that are precise yet broad enough to include partners' non
financial objectives for joint venturing
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